THE 43 COUNTRY REPORTS included in this year’s Global
Information Society Watch (GISWatch) capture the different
experiences and approaches in setting up community
networks across the globe. They show that key ideas,
such as participatory governance systems, community
ownership and skills transfer, as well as the “do-it-yourself”
spirit that drives community networks in many different
contexts, are characteristics that lend them a shared
purpose and approach.
The country reports are framed by eight thematic reports
that deal with critical issues such as the regulatory
framework necessary to support community networks,
sustainability, local content, feminist infrastructure and
community networks, and the importance of being aware
of “community stories” and the power structures
embedded in those stories.
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TUNISIA
SAYADA INAUGURATES THE FIRST DECENTRALISED,
FREE WI-FI COMMUNITY NETWORK IN TUNISIA
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www.iGmena.org

Introduction
The Tunisian revolution brought the hope for a
better system of internet governance – one that is
participatory, democratic and open.1 Today, the town
of Sayada is pioneering an open government initiative. Since 2013 – and with the support of the local
municipal government – civic technologists inaugurated the first decentralised, free community Wi-Fi
mesh network in the country.2 This is part of a recent
local government code that aims to decentralise the
power of decision making and spending to the local
level.3 Now, with the sharing of the Sayada community network experience, the country is in a strong
position to make an open, free and resilient internet
ecosystem a reality.

Connecting the unconnected
The challenges that Tunisia faces in increasing internet access, especially in rural areas, are significant.
The country is ranked 65th out of 201 countries in
terms of internet usage.4 The country has 5,472,618
internet users with a penetration rate of 48.1%. The
number of people not connected to the internet is a
little more than that, in the order of 5,902,602 people. Tunisia is ranked ahead of Algeria and Morocco,
its nearest comparable neighbours, in terms of internet usage.5
1

2
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Jelidi, R. (2015, 28 November). Online Freedom of Expression in
Tunisia: Finding the Right Balance. iGmena. https://www.igmena.
org/-Online-Freedom-of-Experession-in-Tunisia-Finding-The-RightBalance
Mesh networking is a type of network topology in which a device
(node) transmits its own data as well as serving as a relay for other
nodes. Routers are used to provide the best and most efficient
data path for effective communication. In the event of a hardware
failure, many routes are available to continue the network
communication process.
Jouini, A. (2015, 22 October). Freedoms on the Internet: Where
does Tunisia Stand? iGmena. https://www.igmena.org/
Freedom-on-the-Internet-Where-does-Tunisia-Standhttps://www.internetworldstats.com/af/tn.htm
Marzouk, H. (2017, 28 June). Utilisateurs d’internet en 2016 : la
Tunisie classée neuvième en Afrique. L’Economiste Maghrébin.
https://www.leconomistemaghrebin.com/2017/06/28/
internet-user-by-country-2016-tunisie-neuvieme-en-afrique

Official statistics published by the Tunisian national telecommunications regulator in April 2016
indicate that there are 516,061 fixed data subscriptions and 7,280,197 mobile data subscriptions,
with a penetration rate of 16.02% for fixed data and
64.5% for mobile data.6
Most Tunisians are using a 3G/4G connection
with a bandwidth capacity of 180 Gbps. Connecting
100% of the population is still a challenging issue
and the focus of the government is to reach the
unconnected people in the rural areas and households below the average income. The main factors
related to increasing connectivity in rural areas
are expanding infrastructure, ensuring affordability, increasing usability and developing innovative
state policies.7
In this context, the coastal town of Sayada, some
140 km from Tunis and in the administrative governorate of Monastir, inaugurated the first free Wi-Fi
community network in Tunisia in December 2013.
The community, represented by students, technology experts, civil society activists, policy makers and
municipality officials, was helped by CLibre,8 a local
association that aims to promote the culture of a
free and open internet. Today, the Sayada community network – called “MeshSayada” – which covers
70% of the town, is a success story of a community-designed wireless network system.9
The community network also serves as a platform for locally hosted content, such as Wikipedia
and OpenStreetMap,10 and will expand to include
more locally created content. The network consists
of 11 rooftop nodes (using 12 routers), including the
cultural centre, town hall and nine residences. The
network links major areas of the town and covers
the main streets, the weekly market, the train station and high schools. The routers have been placed
in different interconnected nodes to have optimal
6
7

www.intt.tn/fr/index.php?rub=265&srub=363&art=445& status
Verdomski, M. (2017, 21 June). Secure Connectivity – Why It’s
Important and How to Implement It. IoT For All. https://www.
iotforall.com/iot-security-secure-connectivity
8 https://www.facebook.com/CLibretn
9 Naffati, W. (2013, 16 December). La ville de Sayada inaugure le 1er
réseau wifi gratuit communautaire en Tunisie. Tunisie Haut Debit.
https://thd.tn/la-ville-de-sayada-inaugure-le-1er-reseau-wifigratuit-communautaire-en-tunisie
10 https://www.openstreetmap.org
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coverage of the network, whether on the street or
inside the houses.

MeshSayada: A model of grassroots
community network development
More than 15 Wi-Fi nodes were installed throughout
the town via two unidirectional transmitters that
have a diffusion angle of 60 degrees. Their range
can reach two or three kilometres in a free zone
without obstacles. The municipality of Mestir provided bandwidth for synchronisation and proxy of
sites to the community of local developers who synchronised the Sayada web portal with the Sayada
Wikimedia site.
Multistakeholder collaboration is critical to the
project. On 13 November, 20 computer scientists
and engineers came together in the Sayada Cultural
Centre with a group of 14 girls (10 to 14 years old)
from the city of Mestir and Sousse, Sayada community members, people from nearby towns, and
groups from across Tunisia to learn and contribute
with different skills toward building the network.
The Ubuntu Tunisia Association arrived from the
neighbouring city of Sousse on the second weekend
to help set up the server and to create the network
portal page. Local engineers, academics and technology experts focused on participatory network
planning, site planning, and solving various technical challenges. Everyone put their skills to practice
when installing two directional routers on the town
hall and using the router interfaces to test the mesh
link distances to connect with battery-powered
routers set up in the street. Fifty children came to
attend the workshop. They later went home and explained MeshSayada to their parents.
Several IT developers from around Tunisia
volunteered to contribute by adding additional
applications and content to the local network. The
applications and content are installed in the network service. These include OpenStreetMap,
Wikipedia in French and Arabic, a collection of 2,500
free books in French, an Etherpad application for
collaborative document editing, and a Media Grid11
application for secure chat and file sharing.12
To consolidate the idea of inclusiveness and the
bottom-up approach, a young developer created a
local portal that links to each of these services, and
that allows people to use easy-to-remember names
such as Sayada.mesh or Wikipedia.mesh to access
the local applications.
11 mediagrid.org
12 Gerety, R., Gunn, A., & Hawkins, W. (2014). Case Study: Mesh
Sayada. https://commotionwireless.net/files/posts/041814-CaseStudy-Sayada.pdf

The project cost the association and the town
of Sayada no money. The equipment was provided
entirely by the Open Technology Institute (OTI),13 a
non-governmental organisation that works on community network development to help strengthen
the participation of residents through open government processes. Residents donated their time and
effort to build the Sayada network.
In terms of the network quality, it offers a
useful user experience when accessing web pages, text chat and web-based maps. The challenge
came when needing more bandwidth for intensive
tasks, such as file sharing and video streaming.
This would require additional work by local network administrators to optimise links and increase
throughput.
The bandwidth capacity performance declined
between two-hop and three-hop connections. On
average, the two-hop throughput was 2 Mbps, and
the three-hop links averaged 1.8 Mbps. However, the links are of an acceptable quality given the
nature of the content on the local server; for web
pages, text chat and web-based maps, the throughput constraints over the network should not result
in a degraded user experience.

Conclusion
Six years after the revolution, a significant contribution has been made towards local development.
After the passing of the local government code on
27 April 2018, 31 municipalities will benefit from
financial autonomy to manage local affairs and
to ensure the principle of free administration.
Old and newly formed municipalities will work to
include residents in local internet development
policies and projects.14 This will help not only the
people of Sayada but all Tunisian citizens to participate in the local community development of
their cities.15
Newly elected municipal councils could help
create mesh community networks in other regions
by organising awareness sessions on open budgets, transparency and corruption, the usefulness of
information and communication technology (ICT)
and the importance of community networks for their
towns. Tunisian people hope that the newly elected
municipal councils will invest resources that have
been transferred from the centre to the periphery
in modernisation projects, such as the roll-out of
13 https://www.newamerica.org/oti
14 Gerety, R., Gunn, A., & Hawkins, W. (2014). Op. cit.
15 Abderrahim, T. (2017, 19 May). Tunisia’s Decentralization Process
at a Crossroads. Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
https://carnegieendowment.org/sada/70035
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mobile networks so that all end-users can take advantage of digital opportunities and are able to use
the internet wherever they are.
The new local government code is expected to
help local authorities to be more financially independent by diversifying their sources of financing
and providing guidance on how to allocate money
for the development of infrastructure. The new legal
framework for decentralisation could consolidate
the multistakeholder bottom-up community networks model and ensure the participation of local
communities in local decision making.

•

It is also important to implement new data compression and caching techniques that would
make telecommunications networks operate
more efficiently. This can be possible by deploying open source hardware or making more
efficient use of spectrum. This would benefit
end-users and the community networks themselves with cost-oriented approaches, providing
services that are tailored to the unique needs
of the community, empowering local people,
and thereby encouraging involvement in other
grassroots efforts and community affairs and
creating new working opportunities. The result
would be networks that are better able to operate and deliver services and expand internet
access. A virtuous cycle would be promoted by
improving both access to and creation of local
content and services.

•

Tunisia has set an ambitious national strategic plan called “Digital Tunisia 2018” where
deploying infrastructure is central to major national projects such as e-education, e-health
and e-tax. Community networks have a role to
play in this. However, future community networks in the country need to build trust in the
communities. Community programmes may
compete for funding from the same donor agencies, hampering their ability to collaborate. The
selection of the right donors who have previous
experience working together, both personally
and professionally, can positively affect their
ability to collaborate in attaining the community
network objectives.

Action steps
The followings steps are suggested for Tunisia:
•

•

Expanding infrastructure such as the national fibre-optic network through public-private
partnerships is crucial. Partnerships and cooperation are essential to strengthen the national
infrastructure backbone in rural areas.
The promotion and the continued deployment
of internet exchange points (IXPs) is another
priority. These will stimulate the further development of the local community network content
and ecosystem. Currently, Tunisia has two IXPs,
TunIXP Tunis and TunIXP Enfidha. Rural areas
need more IXPs to be deployed in other regions
of the country to bring critical infrastructure
and services such as interent service providers
(ISPs), banks and data centres to these areas.
Tunisia should take the further step of deploying IPv6 in the new services.
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